Joint catalogues, databases

MOKKA – Hungarian National Common Catalogue [1]
MOKKA is a joint catalogue of the Hungarian national, academic and higher educational libraries and that of (county and city) libraries playing a central servicing role.

HUMANUS – Database of Studies and Articles on the Humanities [2]
Article Database of the Hungarian Humanities. Common catalogue operated by a consortium aiming at the description of periodical articles on the Hungarian humanities. It includes a database dubbed MANCI – Hungarian and International Articles [3] which has been built by a whole-scale, current and continuous retrospective description of periodicals on the Hungarian library and information sciences. MANCI has been describing international periodicals since 1986, on a selective basis. Hungarian and international articles written after the closure of the database (after 2006) can be searched for in HUMANUS database.

TEL – The European Library [4]
Common catalogue of the European national libraries. By the help of TEL, from the Hungarian side, users can access NSZL’s central catalogue and the databases of MOKKA (Hungarian National Common Catalogue), MEK (Hungarian Electronic Library) and EPA (Electronic Periodicals Archive & Database).

EUROPEANA – European digital library [5]
This portal opens a gateway to getting to know, use and enjoy the joint cultural heritage of Europe, that of the various European nations. The content of EUROPEANA has been fed by the entire public collection sphere of Europe, i.e. by the museums, libraries and digital collections of the Continent.
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